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Some men might be constantly dropping not-so-subtle hints about products they'd love to own,
dog-earing catalog pages featuring items that interest them, or even outright telling you what
they want for the holidays or an upcoming birthday or another special event. Chances are, your
husband is not one of those guys, or you wouldn't be reading this! Fear not. We're here to help
you come up with ideas for gifts that he'll be really excited to receive.
(Give yourself the gift of good health with 365 days of slimming secrets, wellness tips, and
motivation—get your 2018 Prevention calendar and health planner today!)
When it comes to shopping for gifts for husbands (or anyone, really), it's a good idea to start by
brainstorming a list of things that he may want but wouldn't necessarily think to buy for himself.
That might include practical items that he could use every day, if only he realized they existed
or found the time to purchase them: What would make his day-to-day life at home, at work, or
on-the-go run just a little bit smoother? Depending on your budget, you might also consider
pricier items that he wouldn't feel justified shelling out the money for himself... but you think he
deserves to own.
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MORE: 16 Cool Kitchen Gadgets And Tools That'll Save You Tons Of Time (Or Make Great
Gifts)
Still stumped? Don't panic. We've rounded up a list of awesome gifts—from incredibly soft
boxers and a motorized grill brush to the coolest TV tool and a truly smart smartwatch—that
most men would be thrilled to unwrap. Depending on your guy's interests, he's bound to love
one (if not a handful) of these. We found something for everyone in just about every price
point, so read on and get ready to cross one more person off your shopping list.
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